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This is a great introductory book to psychology and human development! I guess it's one of
the dangers of buying a loose leaf duplicate which I had hoped to resell. Hard on the eyes I
am visually-impaired. Bel sky will an excellent job presenting this material in a chronological
order. Availability Liked the purchase price and availabilty Four Stars Never actually used in
class, but product was mainly because described. All key terms are boldfaced and easy to
find, and there are numerous resources within the book you may use to test your knowledge.
I've both versions and will attest to this. I am now a graduate student on my method to be a
mental health specialist (i.e.. As a consumer, choose the earlier edition We purchased this for a
psych course. I searched all over looking to get a decent price, because it may be the latest
edition, it is pricey. I found it to become a little bit wordy with the authors personal
experiences.. Paperback cover rips- get hardcover when you can I really enjoyed this textbook
for my course but wish paperback didnt rip so easily Helpful Helpful Unprofessional eBook
quality the topics in the reserve are covered superior to the digital version. Please do better. If
your instructor allows the other edition save A LOT of money and miss the new edition. The
purchase price difference is not really worth it, for me. Great text message, easy to
understand. The first edition was less complicated for me to find info I wanted. I spent a lot of
time reading, taking notes, and studying with my Mom to prepare for the class. I am a psych
major, and this book is a great method to introduce you to the field. The font of the body text
in this book is quite hard on the eye, so much so that I am unable to maintain fast graduate
school level reading. Specifically, the strokes of the font are sensitive, lack comparison, and
the type is a bit little. The publisher left me in a hard place by also not really helping speech in
the eTextbook edition of the book. Others in the class who could not afford it utilized the other
far less expensive edition due to issues to the instructor. We took a Psychology course at
Green River College and . This is an excellent textbook and absolutely needed for my
LifeSpan class BUT I'm very distressed that I've gotten to chapter 12 and realized that I'm
missing pages 389-404. No chance of that right now and there doesn't seem to be anyone I
can contact to fix the issue. I actually took a Psychology course at Green River University and
pushed through even though taking an online class was something I did not need much
experience with; I'll sell it used and buy the earlier edition and recoup some of my money. The
book was interesting. The reason why I did not really give it a 4 was due to the limited
perspective. Not at all meant to be considered a problem but simply an observation. Great
Developmental Psych Text Picked this up years ago for a Developmental Psych course. Much
less expensive compared to the hardcover and simpler to study from using its loose format. I
simply had my first kid and found myself digging it out the other day to check infant
developmental milestones. I prefer the most recent edition, however these two text books
have the same info and so are very carefully formatted. One i will be keeping readily available
for reference for years to come. Excellent alternative to paper textbooks I purchased this for
my Kindle - it was really easy to read and navigate, and it also made studying really easy due
to the search feature on Kindle books. I loved this! BUY BEWARE. Perform yourself and the
environment a favor, buy kindle books! Very Liberal book with main overtones of political
thoughts Very Liberal book with major overtones of political thoughts. Hard to get past the
preaching and get to the specifics in this one. Definitely not in good shape but it was the least
expensive way to go. therapist) and I've carried very much of the knowledge in this book with
me throughout my entire academic existence... When you pay over $78 for a text you
genuinely expect for it to all be there. Overview:I loved this publication!. Another perk - this
preserved me about 100$ that I would have got wasted needlessly on a paper textbook....



Janet Belsky can be an easy read...you might not get the complete book you have payed for.
EASILY had known I would have ordered the prior edition. This book was a classic pleasure to
learn and is what in the beginning got me dependent on psychology. Section of 30 web pages
fell out upon removing from envelope I thought for $75 I possibly could at least get a
publication that stayed collectively.. but I guess that’s college for ya. This is an excellent
textbook and absolutely necessary for my LifeSpan class BUT . Great condition Needed for
class. It's ok It's informative but just a little dry. As the chapters in this reserve progress, it
gradually tells you the psychology behind humans as they age from infancy up until death.
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